The data acquisition facility for the LEGS medium energy photonuclear beam line is composed of an auxiliary crate controller (ACC) acting as a front-end processor, loosely coupled to a time-sharing host computer based on a UNIX-like enviromnent. The ACC services all real-time demands in the CAMAC crate: it responds to LAMs generated by data acquisition modules, to keyboard commands, and it refreshes the graphics display at frequent intervals.
Introduction LEGS (Laser Electron Gamma Source) is a medium energy photonuclear beam line under construction at the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory. An intense beam of 300-400 MeV photons is created by backscattering laser light from the stored electrons in a straight section of the 2.5 GeV x-ray ring; this beam will be used for a variety of nuclear physics experiments.
An architecture was chosen which relies heavily on distributed intelligence: All of the measurement and control functions are to be carried out by CAMAC modules residing in two CAMAC crates, one for magnet and laser control, the second for experimental data acquisition. Both crates are equipped with purchased auxiliary crate controllers which autonomously control the modules in the crates. This paper deals with the experimental data acquisition aspects of the system. The host computer on which this system is based is a Charles River Data Systems Universe 68/35, a UNIX-based [1] 
Event Definition Module
The event definition module (EDtM) was designed to relieve the Firecracker of the necessity to wait for all devices associated with a given event trigger to complete conversion. An event trigger is often associated with a number of devices which varies from event to event, and conversion time can be variable The EDM considers an event to be terminated and raises its own IAM when either:
1) The timer expires, or
2) All of the participating devices have asserted their LAMs.
An F(2 ) command received by the EDM returns the 24 bit pattern of LAMs asserted, so that the Firecracker can determine, without polling, the deavices to be read .
Software
The Firecracker software is a self-contained package written in assembly language using a macro assembler (purchased from Texas Instruments) which resides on a VAX. It consists of a main program which loops testing flags which may have been set by, for example, the programmable timer or the keyboard interrupt service routine.
An appropriate subroutine, e.g., display update or command interpreter is then c all ed.
All interrupt service routines communicate with the main program via flags.
A variety of common functions is provided by the command interpreter, including changing display parameters, zeroing selected histograms, entering dot-plot mode, starting and stopping collection, requesting a screen dump, requesting a histogram be recorded on magnetic tape, requesting a histogram be printed. All requests which require resources not present in the CAMAC crate (magnetic tape, disk, printer) are passed to the Universe via a Branch Demand and a request type number. These requests are handled by a program resident in the Universe which polls the Branch Demand at 1 second intervals. This response time is adequate for the kinds of service being requested. 
Summary and Present Status
The loose coupling of a fast, general-purpose auxiliary crate controller which manages all real-time functions in the data acquisition process to a modern, time-sharing computer provides many advantages. The user enjoys the comfortable interface provided by a UNIX-like environment, including off-line data analysis and program development concurrent with data acquisition. The slow response times of time sharing systems (typically 700 psec) becomes irrelevant in this system.
Future plans include the implementation of a cross-assembler for the 99105 resident on the Univer se. This cross-assembler is presently about 60 per cent complete. In addition, a higher-level data acquisition language similar to EVAL is anticipated. This language would generate the required interrupt service routines specific to each experiment without explicit use of assembly language. Each experiment requires only that an interrupt service routine be written.
At the present time, these subroutines are written in assembly language. However, the difficulty of writing such routines is minimized by the macro assembler, which allows devices to be defined using meaningful names (for example DEFDEV ADC1,811,19 associates the label ADC1 with a device type 811 found at address 19), and which defines CAMAC commands for all devices using terms like I I I I I
